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Introduction by Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones, University of Edinburgh, Emeritus 

here is a period in post-1941 United States intelligence history that has not hitherto received 
microscopic attention from historians. It extends from the dissolution of the Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS) on 20 September 1945 to early 1947, when the debate accelerated on the formation of 

the Central Intelligence Agency, culminating in the passage of the National Security Act of 18 September 
1947. In the book under review, David Alvarez and the late Eduard Mark present a history of the Strategic 
Services Unit (SSU), an intelligence agency that operated in that time period. The SSU emerged from the 
ashes of the OSS, and operated as an autonomous unit until it merged, in the spring of 1946, into the new 
Central Intelligence Group (CIG) under the command of Director of Central Intelligence Admiral Sidney 
William Souers. 

Alvarez and Mark rebuke their colleagues in the intelligence field for overlooking the SSU. Gregg Herken, 
one of our reviewers, throws up his hands and pleads mea culpa, confessing he has in his own writings given 
“short shrift” to the unit. I cannot join Herken in his plea, as Alvarez and Mark have already done it for me, 
pointing to the non-appearance of the SSU in one of my books (xi). 

The neglect of a topic calls for explanation. One reason for skipping lightly over the period 1945-1946 could 
be that it is less worthy of intensive study.1 Should we condemn historians for devoting more attention to the 
Civil War than to the canal construction that took place in the years preceding it? Another, as Herken 
suggests, might be the inaccessibility, on grounds of national security, of official evidence. Private collections 
can help remedy the deficiency, but this is a matter of happenchance. To give a pertinent example, the 
Vietnam War veteran turned historical researcher Danny Jansen heard that Souers’s private papers were in a 
trunk in the attic of an ancient aunt in St Louis, but nobody has managed to track them down, and they 
might consist of trivia.2 

A third reason for neglect is, of course, bias. Plenty of historians have worshipped the OSS and CIA, especially 
the former. There is no shortage of writers who have criticized, even hated, the OSS and CIA, especially the 
latter. Such preoccupations have contributed to a relative neglect of pre-1940s precursors of the OSS and 
CIA, notably U-1, the State Department central intelligence unit that operated from World War I through 
the 1920s. No doubt we have been neglectful of the SSU, too, for the same reason. Perhaps with the passage 
of time, as our outlook cools, we can be better prepared to consider what happened between the end of the 

                                                        
1 David E. Rudgers, Creating the Secret State: The Origins of the Central Intelligence Agency, 1943-1947 

(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2000) challenged the view that the OSS director William J. Donovan was the 
inspiration for the CIA, offered a narrative of the years in question, and said a good deal about the Central Intelligence 
Group (CIG), the CIA’s immediate precursor. He devoted just two pages (116-117) to the Strategic Services Unit, 
seeing it as a temporary arrangement pending the creation of the CIG. His primary aim, however, was to explain the 
origins of the CIA, and not how intelligence worked in the period 1945-1946. 

2 Danny D. Jansen was unable to pursue his lead because in 1989 he died from the delayed effects of fumes he 
had inhaled in the course of his duties as a member of the dangerous substances squad in the St Louis fire service. He 
authored a study of the transition from the CIG to the CIA that found its way into print posthumously: “The Missouri 
Gang and the CIA,” in Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones and Andrew Lownie, eds., North American Spies: New Revisionist Essays 
(London: Thistle, 2013 [1991]): 144-166. 
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OSS and the beginning of the CIA, and in this way be ready to read appreciatively Spying Through a Glass 
Darkly. 

In his review, Herken gives the critique of our biases a further spin. He points to what he sees as liberal 
historians’s tendency to disbelieve in the Soviet espionage menace. In a misdirected reaction to the ludicrous 
claims of McCarthyism, he argues, they ignored the evidence on aggressive Soviet espionage, accepting only 
late in the day, if at all, the lessons of the Venona decrypts. It follows that they lacked the curiosity to study 
the SSU, with its anti-Soviet mission. 

Herken’s estimation of the gravity of the Soviet intelligence threat causes him to be critical not just of liberals, 
but also of SSU’s performance, which in his view was not nearly good enough to counter the grave postwar 
threat to America’s interests and safety. This leads him to criticise sharply Alvarez and Mark’s conclusion that 
SSU, while deficient in a number of ways, did “fairly well” (274). He fixes on the point that SSU’s attention 
focussed fully on the Soviet Union only in March 1946, much later than President Harry’s Truman 
identification of the Soviets as the main danger to the United States. Here it might be noted that neither 
Herken nor Alvarez and Mark in their book take up the issue of the political complexion of SSU, in spite of 
charges at the time and later that the OSS (from which SSU derived) had had left wing elements, and that the 
State Department intelligence unit led by Colonel Alfred McCormack harbored leftists like Herbert Marcuse–
according to the Democratic chair of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, the McCormack unit had 
“strong Soviet leanings.”3 

Herken makes a blistering reference to the “unvarnished provincialism” of some of SSU’s personnel–if he is 
justified here, perhaps the rustic outlook points to American innocence more than to institutional failure. 
Herken sees the deficiencies of SSU human intelligence (HUMINT) as helping to explain the unit’s failure to 
penetrate to the heart of the Soviet Union. 

Herken’s fellow reviewer, Kevin Conley Ruffner, similarly points to Alvarez’s admission that SSU “operatives” 
gained little meaningful information from Eastern Europe. Here, SSU’s critics might want to keep this in 
mind: in the course of the Cold War, few intelligence agencies ever succeeded in systematically penetrating 
Eastern Europe, and the CIA’s successes came largely from sources other than HUMINT. 

Ruffner is less critical of SSU, and thus less critical of Alvarez and Mark for their conclusion, which he 
likewise quotes, that the unit did “fairly well.” Pondering on the reasons for SSU’s relative success, he gives 
credence to the authors’ suggestion that the special relationship with British intelligence may have made up 
for some of SSU’s shortcomings. British liaison, he agrees, was helpful when it came to debriefing intelligence 
assets in the occupied zones of Austria and Germany, a process that, Ruffner rightly points out, raised the 
moral issue of whether you punish a Nazi anti-communist operative, or recruit him? 

Mark Stout, our third reviewer, agrees that “the cooperation with Britain,” which is for him “well trod 
ground” and thus established fact, was an intelligence asset. According to Keith Jeffrey, the official historian of 
MI6, the agency’s prime focus in the 1940s was indeed on Germany, and he notes that it shared the 

                                                        
3 Andrew Jackson May, 14 May 1946, quoted in Dean Acheson, In at the Creation: My Years in the State 

Department (New York: W.W. Norton, 1969), 161. 
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Americans’s anti-communist objective.4 Though Alvarez and Mark do not cite Jeffrey, this would appear to 
support his case. But in the absence of declassification of MI6 records for the benefit of all historians, the 
strength of the Anglo-American special intelligence relationship in the critical occupied areas of postwar 
Europe must remain a matter for conjecture. Alvarez and Mark themselves note American intelligence 
officials’ complaint that “London” withheld information on Germany (104). 

Stout praises Alvarez and Mark for their “justifiably expansive conception of ‘espionage’,” taking in detainee 
interrogation and diverse other activities in addition to “traditional spying.” He notes their courage in praising 
the intelligence performance of the often maligned James Angleton. In a balanced appraisal of the authors and 
their topic, he writes that they “portray a nascent U.S. intelligence community which struggled to find its feet 
even while trying to conduct espionage against an extraordinarily difficult set of targets.” 

Stout agrees with the criticism of SSU for its late awakening to the need to prioritize anti-Soviet vigilance, but 
also highlights some of the external obstacles to its performance as identified by Alvarez and Mark, notably 
obstruction from the State Department. My comment here is that Foggy Bottom had since the 1920s been at 
sixes and sevens when it came to intelligence, central or otherwise. It wanted control, but not responsibility. 
As Stout points out, for example, it was reluctant to give diplomatic cover to SSU operatives, and refused to 
do so until the SSU had merged with CIG. 

All three reviewers offer us their reflections not only about Spying Through a Glass Darkly, but also about the 
subject it treats. That is a tribute to the success of David Alvarez and Eduard Mark in making us think about 
the Strategic Services Unit, a hitherto ignored topic in intelligence history. 

Participants: 

David Alvarez is a professor emeritus at Saint Mary’s College of California. He also taught at universities in 
France and Italy and served a term as scholar-in-residence at the National Security Agency. He is the author 
of six books on intelligence and military history, some of which have been translated into French, Italian, 
Polish, Portuguese, and Slovenian. After retiring from academe, he embarked on a second career in volunteer 
emergency services. Presently, he is a captain and incident safety officer in the Abiquiu (NM) Fire District. 

Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones obtained his PhD in American History from the University of Cambridge, and is 
honorary president of the Scottish Association for the Study of America. Among his recent works are In Spies 
We Trust: The Story of Western Intelligence (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013) and We Know All About 
You: The Story of Surveillance in Britain and America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017). He is currently 
writing a book on Special Agent Leon Turrou and the FBI’s exposure of the Nazi spy ring operating in 
America in 1938. 

Gregg Herken is an emeritus professor of modern American diplomatic history at the University of 
California, with a multi-campus affiliation. He is the author of five books: The Winning Weapon: The Atomic 
Bomb in the Cold War (Knopf, 1981); Counsels of War (Knopf, 1985); Cardinal Choices: Presidential Science 
Advising from Roosevelt to Reagan (Oxford, 1992); Brotherhood of the Bomb: The Tangled Lives and Loyalties of 

                                                        
4 Keith Jeffrey, MI6: The History of the Secret Intelligence Service, 1909-1949 (London: Bloomsbury, 2010), 665, 

668. 
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Robert Oppenheimer, Ernest Lawrence, and Edward Teller (Henry Holt, 2002), and The Georgetown Set: 
Friends and Rivals in Cold War Washington (Knopf, 2014).  

Kevin Conley Ruffner served with the Central Intelligence Agency from 1991 to 2016, including several 
years as a staff historian where he focused on early U.S. intelligence operations. The CIA declassified his two 
volume book of documents, Forging an Intelligence Partnership: CIA and the Origins of the BND, 1945-49, 
and Forging an Intelligence Partnership: CIA and the Origins of the BND, 1949-56, as part of the Nazi War 
Crimes Disclosure Act in 2007. His articles on U.S. intelligence operations in the early Cold War have also 
been declassified. Ruffner received his Ph.D. in American Civilization from George Washington University. 
He served in the U.S. Army, Army National Guard, and Army Reserve from 1982-2010. He is presently 
researching early U.S. Army activities in occupied Germany. 

Mark Stout is a Senior Lecturer at Johns Hopkins University, Krieger School of Arts and Sciences, Advanced 
Academic Programs in Washington, where he heads graduate programs in Global Security Studies and in 
Intelligence. He is also a former U.S. intelligence officer and the former Historian of the International Spy 
Museum in Washington. He holds a Ph.D. in History from the University of Leeds. Dr. Stout is co-editor of 
the two volume set Spy Chiefs (Georgetown University Press, February 2018) and is presently writing a history 
of U.S. intelligence in World War I and finishing the research on a history of the World War II and early 
Cold War intelligence work of John Grombach and the Pond.  
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Review by Gregg Herken, Emeritus Professor of History, University of California 

irst, let me agree emphatically with the authors’ opening contention that historians—including 
historians of the Cold War—have routinely neglected a potentially significant element of that history: 
the role of foreign espionage and secret intelligence. In way of evidence and illustration, I will offer a 

personal anecdote: Some twenty years ago, when the first VENONA decrypts were declassified by the 
National Security Agency, I proposed a session for the annual meeting of the American Historical Association. 
It would consider how the VENONA messages, and other recently-declassified documents—including some 
from Soviet sources—furthered our understanding of Cold War history. My particular interest was in the 
new, confirming evidence that these documents provided of Soviet penetration of American government 
agencies during the Second World War and early Cold War. I was especially excited about the prospect of 
finally sorting myth from reality in some of the iconic spy cases—the Rosenbergs, Alger Hiss, Judith Coplon, 
etc.,—that had received much attention over the years. Borrowing from Yale’s John Lewis Gaddis, I 
tentatively titled the session: “We Now Know...” 

The silence from my colleagues in diplomatic history was deafening. My memory is that I received exactly one 
response—from a graduate student in Canada, who was hoping to draw attention to his recently-completed 
thesis, which only tangentially concerned Soviet espionage. At the time, I attributed the lack of interest to a 
number of factors. First, was the belief (not true then, and even less so now) that the topic was inaccessible, 
because the primary sources remained classified. Second, was the aforementioned tendency to dismiss 
intelligence and espionage as having little measureable impact. But, third, and most troubling—to me at 
least—was what seemed a subtle ideological bias among many of my colleagues, who had been so long and 
deeply invested in describing the McCarthyite era of the 1950s as a ‘witch hunt’ that they were loathe to 
accept any evidence showing that there had been, in fact, real ‘witches’—that is, Soviet spies—in the U.S. 
government. (Although these spies were, for the most part, not among those singled out for attack by Senator 
Joseph McCarthy.) This reluctance in our profession to look at the impact of Soviet espionage against the 
American target seemingly carried over to include the reverse: a lack of interest in U.S. efforts to pry secrets 
out of the Soviet Union during the early Cold War.  

Spying through a Glass Darkly is a valuable and important correction in this regard. That said, exactly how 
successful—and significant—were those efforts to the history of the Cold War? 

Alvarez and Mark certainly deserve credit for having diligently combed through archives that, until recently, 
were generally ignored by historians. Their book presents a comprehensive and exhaustively-detailed account 
of how one U.S. intelligence organization—the Strategic Services Unit (SSU) of the Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS)—tried to find out what was going on behind the Iron Curtain during the SSU’s brief 
existence. As the book shows, contrary to what many diplomatic historians have assumed—and written—
there was an organized, concerted effort by Americans to spy on the Soviet Union in the early Cold War; one 
that began, arguably, even before the ink was dry on the 8 May 1945 German surrender document. (Mea 
culpa, this historian is also guilty of giving the SSU short shrift. I have only a passing reference to it in my 
book, The Georgetown Set).1 The authors chronicle how, from May 1945 to mid-1946, the SSU ran agents 
throughout Western and Eastern Europe, including in Soviet-occupied satellites like Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, and East Germany—although very few, notably, were in the USSR itself. As proof of the 

                                                        
1 Gregg Herken, The Georgetown Set: Friends and Rivals in Cold War Washington (New York: Knopf, 2014). 

F 
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adage that sovereign governments have only interests, not friends, the SSU also spied upon the United States’ 
erstwhile allies, France and Italy. The intelligence gathered by the SSU’s spies was, in turn, analyzed, collated, 
and transmitted to various U.S. government entities—although apparently and again notably, not to the 
occupant of the White House.  

There is a trove of fascinating detail about early Cold-War intelligence operations in the book and its 
endnotes. While the authors’ prose style does not exactly make for a page-turner, how could even Eric Ambler 
or Graham Greene improve upon real-life characters like Commander Wilfred ‘Biffy’ Dunderdale, a British 
liaison officer to the OSS, or Operation CLAPTRAP (75, 161), where an Austrian doctor, a venereal disease 
specialist, was employed to interrogate Red Army defectors? As the humorist Dave Barry used to say, you 
cannot make this stuff up, folks. 

There was also, at times, a certain Charlie Chaplin-esque quality to the Americans’ spying: Frank Wisner, 
who later became head of covert operations at the CIA, quit the OSS in disgust when his modest purchase 
request for bicycles—so that Wisner’s operatives might travel around Soviet-occupied Berlin more efficiently, 
keeping tabs on the Russians—was turned down by the government’s bean-counters. While Soviet leader 
Joseph Stalin was consolidating Soviet control over Eastern Europe, and suppressing dissidents in Russian-
occupied Germany, the SSU’s intelligence analysts were focused upon producing “suburban news items,” 
including reports like, “The Bakery Industry in Vienna,” and “The Housewife’s Viewpoint” (141-42). 

In early 1946, the Berlin Operations Base, which directed the majority of the SSU’s operations against the 
Soviets, had a mere six officers—“none of whom could read or speak Russian.” (100). Postwar 
demobilization, peacetime ennui, and unvarnished provincialism hamstrung the SSU at all levels, and in all 
the countries in which it operated. “[I]t has proved most difficult to penetrate Hungarian-Vatican lines with 
Indiana farm boys,” lamented the OSS headquarters in Salzburg, Austria. (207). The results, as they say, 
would be funny, were they not tragic. 

While the authors indicate that the SSU’s bureaucratic rivals—the FBI at first, and later the various branches 
of military intelligence—were yet another impediment to the unit’s success, they also freely admit that it was 
not so much ‘limited access’ as ‘limited interest’ that hampered its ultimate effectiveness. “Only one thing 
counted at that time,” observed an intelligence officer with the OSS/SSU mission in Austria. “The war was 
over. It was absolutely a first priority to get out of the army and find a wife, job or school.” (143)  

Remarkably, it was not until March 1946 that the SSU finally turned its efforts from pursuing phantom die-
hard Nazis in the wreckage of the Third Reich to focus on the real and present danger, the Soviet Union. In 
this respect, the unit’s intelligence-gatherers seemed to have followed behind the nation’s most important 
intelligence-consumer. Fully six months earlier, President Harry Truman had concluded that the wartime 
Grand Alliance was truly dead and Russia the United States’ new adversary. 

Despite all this, Alvarez and Mark aver that the SSU, and its sister U.S. intelligence entities, “performed fairly 
well” (274). This summary assessment, however, is undermined just a few pages later, where they write: “We 
cannot say with certainty that secret intelligence prompted a particular decision or more generally influenced 
the course of American foreign policy in the immediate postwar period...” (282). 

But one reason for the authors’ justifiably modest conclusion regarding SSU’s legacy is the fact that theirs is a 
tale only half-told. Spying through a Glass Darkly is replete with instances where the U.S. foray into the 
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wilderness of mirrors turned into “a prescription for disaster,” and even “a perfect catastrophe.” (138) Almost 
as an aside do Alvarez and Mark recount how, in the autumn of 1946, the SSU’s entire espionage network in 
the Soviet zone of Germany was quickly rolled up by Russian security services. At another point in the book, 
the authors hint at the reason for this seemingly continuous cascade of catastrophes: “When the U.S. Navy 
needed information on the dispositions of the Soviet Baltic Fleet, rather remarkably sources were quickly 
found that could provide exactly that information...Occasionally these sources were real. Most of the time 
they were not” (132).  

Desperate for secret intelligence—any intelligence—the would-be spymasters of the OSS became credulous to 
a degree that seems, well, almost incredible in retrospect. They were an easy target for the disinformation 
campaigns, double agents, and false-flag recruitments where the Soviet services, the GRU and NKVD, 
excelled. As Alvarez and Mark admit, regarding one particularly promising walk-in who volunteered to spy for 
the U.S.: “It all seemed too good to be true. It was too good to be true” (253).  

In 1995, the VENONA decrypts revealed the extent to which the OSS—codenamed CABIN by Moscow 
Center—had been penetrated by Soviet intelligence during the Second World War. Subsequently, the so-
called Vassiliev Notebooks—eight volumes of notes taken on documents in the NKVD/KGB archives by 
Alexander Vassiliev, a former KGB agent—added greatly to our understanding of how America’s security 
services had been compromised by their Russian counterparts. We now know, from the Vassiliev documents, 
that one of the Soviet agents who spied on the OSS and its director, William “Wild Bill” Donovan, was 
Duncan Lee—codenamed KOCH—a former member of Donovan’s Wall Street law firm, who later joined 
his wartime senior staff. 2 Following a meeting in early 1944 between Donovan and his NKVD opposite 
number, Colonel Pavel Fitin, at the American embassy in Moscow, Lee/KOCH reported back to Fitin: “The 
Soviet govt. made a tremendous impression on Donovan, and he is enthralled by it. He regards Stalin as the 
smartest person heading any govt. today. He said that Americans have no reason to be afraid of the line—
communist domination of the world.”3 Is it plausible to assume that Soviet penetration of the OSS and the 
Strategic Services Unit ended with the Second World War? 

Ultimately, it is difficult today to dissent from the candid verdict that one Soviet agent delivered to Moscow 
on the NKVD’s rival in America: “The main principle of the entire OSS is the principle of amateurishness.”4 
However, until we have the other side of the story that Alvarez and Mark tell—namely, the degree and extent 
to which the information gathered and disseminated by the OSS/SSU was shaped and manipulated by the 
Soviets—we cannot say definitively what role secret intelligence and foreign espionage played in the early 
history of the Cold War. From the perspective of the present, it appears that the real impact of Cold War 
spying was on the domestic scene—namely, with the cynical exploitation by Senator Joseph McCarthy and his 
ilk of Americans’ fears regarding Communists-in-the-government and so-called Red atom-spies.  

                                                        
2 See Wilson Center Digital Archive, Vassiliev Notebooks, 

http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/collection/86/vassiliev-notebooks.  

3 Herken, The Georgetown Set, 63. 

4 Herken, 64.  

http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/collection/86/vassiliev-notebooks
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Review by Kevin Conley Ruffner, Independent Historian 

ooking over his shoulder several decades later, retired Director of Central Intelligence Richard Helms 
recalled his service with the Strategic Services Unit (SSU). “I felt like an apprentice juggler trying to 
keep an inflated beachball, an open milk bottle, and a loaded submachine gun in the air,” Helms 

wrote.1 As the chief of SSU’s newly-formed Foreign Branch M in early 1946, Helms oversaw some 200 
personnel located in field sites in central Europe, primarily in occupied Germany and Austria with a support 
staff of 35 personnel in Washington, D.C. Coming to SSU’s headquarters from his assignment in war-torn 
Berlin, Helms had good reason to feel like an apprentice juggler as he directed intelligence operations 
immediately after World War II.  

Born in October 1945 from the scraps saved from William J. Donovan’s disbanded Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS), the SSU, as part of the War Department, survived only 12 months until it was subsumed by 
the Central Intelligence Group (CIG) and, in turn, by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) in 1947. 
Historians and lay readers alike might be forgiven if they fail to recognize the SSU given the rapid pace of 
events at the dawn of the Cold War. While dozens of books and articles have been written about the wartime 
exploits of Donovan’s spy service, the Strategic Services Unit has been generally neglected with the exception 
of some reminiscences written long after the period by veterans of the service.2 

The 2016 publication of Spying through a Glass Darkly: American Espionage against the Soviet Union, 1945-
1946 brings to a close the 70-year collective amnesia as to the short, but critical role, of the Strategic Services 
Unit. David Alvarez, a professor emeritus at St. Mary’s College in California and an expert on signals 
intelligence, and the late Eduard Mark, a senior historian at the Office of Air Force History, are among the 
first historians to probe the ‘unexplored territory’ that the new SSU found itself in 1945-1946. 

The authors set out to “map that territory for the first time by surveying the history of the Strategic Services 
Unit and providing details of its operations in Europe, particularly those aimed at collecting information on 
the Soviet Union” (xi-xii). In doing so, Alvarez and Mark have written a well-researched, readable account of 
the formation of the SSU and the European operations of Secret Intelligence (SI) and X-2, or 
counterintelligence, the two major elements of the OSS that survived in the SSU. The book is neatly divided 
into chapters that allow the reader to move from the transformation of the OSS to the SSU, the state of U.S. 
intelligence on the Soviet Union in 1945, and a review of the variety of intelligence operations that the SSU 
either inherited from the OSS or launched on its own account in 1945-1946. Given the presence of the OSS 
at the time of its dissolution, the authors highlight the SSU’s efforts in Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland, 
and France, among other countries, but they also devote welcome attention to the difficulties that the SSU 
experienced in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Spain. 

                                                        
1 Richard Helms with William Hood, A Look over My Shoulder: A Life in the Central Intelligence Agency (New 

York: Presidio Press Book, 2003), 70. 

2 In addition to Helms and Hood, A Look over My Shoulder, see Richard Cutler, Counterspy: Memoirs of a 
Counterintelligence Officer in World War II and the Cold War (Washington, D.C.: Brassey’s, 2004); William W. Quinn, 
Buffalo Bill Remembers: Truth and Courage (Fowlerville: Wilderness Adventure Books, 1991); and, more recently, Peter 
M.F. Sichel, The Secrets of My Life: Vintner, Prisoner, Soldier, Spy (Bloomington: Archway Publishing, 2016). 

L 
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Spying through a Glass Darkly notes the difficulties that the SSU faced as the United States gradually 
recognized the new threats posed by the Soviet Union as it shifted its attention from the defeated Nazis. 
Given the lack of direction from Washington after the OSS’s disbandment, the SSU’s field stations continued 
their old wartime missions while juggling new targets. As during the war, the SSU worked closely with its 
liaison partners, especially the British, as it developed new sources of information, including the cumbersome 
task of sorting out the competing emigre groups in the American occupation zones of Germany and Austria. 
At the same time, the SSU, both in Washington and overseas, was “decimated” from the rush to demobilize 
both its civilian and military workforce as well as from the pressure to reduce budgetary expenses. From a 
wartime high of nearly 13,000 members in the OSS in 1944, the numbers dropped to slightly over 7,000 by 
October 1945 and continued to fall into 1946 (19). 

Just about all of the SSU field stations also faced some level of indifference and often outright opposition 
from the local U.S. diplomatic and military representatives. The SSU’s efforts to establish a presence in 
Poland was ineffective and only slightly better in Hungary, in part due to the ‘intransigence’ of the chief of 
the U.S. Delegation to the Allied Control Commission. The identity of the SSU representative in Prague, 
Major Charles Katek, was an open secret. Alvarez and Marks conclude that “the absence of reliable 
clandestine informants meant that . . . American operatives in Eastern Europe contributed relatively little to 
the flow of important information to Washington” (223). 

In the case of the American-occupied zone of Germany, the SSU grappled with the Army at all levels to retain 
its independence–from the G-2, U.S. Forces European Theater (USFET), to General Lucius Clay’s Office of 
Military Government (OMGUS), and with the Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC). The SSU and the CIC, in 
particular, shared similar targets and encountered the same individuals in the ‘intelligence jungle’ of postwar 
Germany, Austria, and Italy. While the SSU, for example, rejected the Army’s efforts to shift responsibility for 
a group of German army intelligence officers in what became known as the Gehlen Organization, it was not 
aloof to recruiting its own agents with suspicious backgrounds as pressure mounted to collect intelligence 
behind the Iron Curtain. The X-2 office in Munich, for example, which was run by a single former OSS 
sergeant, recruited a veritable stable of assets from all backgrounds in 1945-46. In this atmosphere, the SSU 
and later the CIA as well as the Army inevitably became embroiled with former Nazis and their collaborators. 
Decades later, the Nazi war crime scandals generated international headlines and led to numerous U.S. 
Government investigations which exposed the often slipshod nature of U.S. intelligence operations in the first 
decade of the Cold War. 

Alvarez and Marks thoroughly mined the declassified OSS and SSU records at the National Archives and 
Records Administration, in particular those in Record Group 226. The ongoing declassification of OSS and 
SSU records since the 1980s may rank as the single most important voluntary release of intelligence material 
in the twentieth century (with the exception of the involuntary availability of the East German Ministry of 
State Security, or Stasi, files).3 The CIA released the final OSS and SSU records to the National Archives as 

                                                        
3 For further details on the initial declassification of the OSS material, see Lawrence H. McDonald, “The OSS 

and Its Records,” in George C. Chalou, ed., The Secrets War: The Office of Strategic Services in World War II 
(Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, 1992), 78-102. Interestingly, SSU was responsible 
for writing the history of OSS and arranging its records (except for the R&A material that went to the State Department) 
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part of the Nazi War Crimes Disclosure Act (NWCDA) between 1998 and 2007.4 This latter material, 
especially Entries 210-220, had been withdrawn from the earlier OSS/SSU releases for security reasons. The 
new releases contain many of the SI and X-2 weekly and monthly reports in 1945-1946 of critical significance 
to completing the story of SSU’s work in Europe. Additional NWCDA releases, including OSS Personnel 
Files, the sanitized “CIA Name Files,” the selected CIA project files, and the critical CIC records promise to 
shed new light on early U.S. intelligence operations in the Cold War.  

Spying through a Glass Darkly brings to light numerous OSS and SSU clandestine operations in a number of 
European countries and provides detailed references for future researchers to develop new avenues of 
scholarship. The authors also discuss the role of various OSS/SSU (and later CIA) intelligence officials, 
including James Angleton, whose work in Italy was “probably the equal of any American intelligence station 
in early postwar Europe” (267). Likewise, the authors introduce several OSS/SSU operatives, such as the 
crafty Zsolt Aradi, who expanded American intelligence efforts in numerous directions. Of further interest, 
the authors discuss the Special Service Branch, known as ‘The Pond,’ which, unknown to the SSU, also 
collected information in Europe. 

Tackling the question of the SSU’s effectiveness as an intelligence organization, Alvarez and Marks conclude 
that it “performed fairly well” because it provided intelligence to a wide circle of customers (274), although 
not directly to the White House. The authors conclude that the SSU was an effective service despite many 
problems often beyond its control. The SSU’s intelligence collection and analysis on the Soviet Union was 
“largely accurate” and it tried to improve its operations in Europe. (282) Like Richard Helms, American 
intelligence was an apprentice juggler in a deadly struggle between democracy and totalitarianism. Spying 
through a Glass Darkly is a welcome contribution as a history of an unknown intelligence service, but more so 
for providing readers with a succinct account of how the United States approached the Soviet Union in the 
critical first year of the Cold War. 

 

                                                        
under the Location, Office, and Category (LOC) system. The new CIA continued SSU’s LOC arrangement until the 
late 1950s when many of the OSS/SSU records became interfiled with more recent CIA material. 

4 See Nazi War Crimes and Japanese Imperial Government Records Interagency Working Group, Final Report 
to the United States Congress, April 2007 (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Records Administration, 2007), 45-
50. The final declassification of the OSS/SSU records, however, may be incomplete because CIA apparently did not 
release its extensive hardcopy card and microfilm OSS and SSU indexes nor the shelf lists to the old CIA job numbers 
where OSS/SSU records were later interfiled. Correspondence dating to the 1980s on these indexes between the 
National Archives and CIA officials is found in Lawrence H. McDonald working files at the National Archives. 
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Review by Mark Stout, Johns Hopkins University 

istorians of American intelligence tend to focus disproportionate attention on the Central 
Intelligence Agency. The Agency, of course, deserves a great deal of scholarly attention—more, 
perhaps, than it gets—but it is not now and never was the only important American intelligence 

agency. Not only do the activities of the CIA overshadow other intelligence efforts, such as those of the U.S. 
military and the State Department, but the CIA also tends to overshadow some of its own predecessors, 
notably the Strategic Services Unit (SSU). Too often it seems like American intelligence history began in 
1947. 

This remarkable book by David Alvarez and the late Eduard Mark goes a long way toward rectifying this 
situation, with its detailed look at American espionage against the Soviet Union and its Central and Eastern 
European allies in 1945 and 1946. The authors recount how in the fall of 1945, President Harry Truman 
ordered the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) disestablished. The portions of the OSS responsible for 
espionage and counterintelligence were carved off and given to the War Department under the name of the 
Strategic Services Unit (SSU). In October 1946, the SSU was incorporated into the Central Intelligence 
Group, the entity that in 1947 evolved into the CIA. The ‘OSS/SSU’ as Alvarez and Mark often call it, is the 
most prominent American organization in this book. However, the authors give also give fulsome accounts of 
the operations in Europe of the various military attachés and intelligence units of the Army and the Navy and 
a variety of other miscellaneous entities as well. In addition, Alvarez and Mark devote a substantial portion of 
Chapter 2 to discussing American signals intelligence (SIGINT) efforts against the Soviet Union during 
World War II up through 1946.  

In this book, the authors apply a justifiably expansive conception of ‘espionage.’ It encompasses not only 
traditional spying, but also signals intelligence (SIGINT), refugee and detainee interrogations, and 
intelligence exchanges with partner services, both governmental and non-governmental. Reasonably enough, 
given the behavior of the Soviet Union in the early post-World War II years, the term ‘Soviet Union’ here is 
also a broad term. As the authors note, “by the late fall of 1945 it was increasingly difficult to distinguish 
collecting intelligence on Czech, Hungarian, and Polish affairs from collecting intelligence on Soviet affairs.” 
(273). Indeed, the book even devotes some attention to American intelligence collection on Soviet-linked 
Communists in various countries, including Germany, France, and Italy. The result of all this work is a 
comprehensive and well-rounded treatment of the overall subject. 

Alvarez and Mark portray a nascent U.S. intelligence community which struggled to find its feet even while 
trying to conduct espionage against an extraordinarily difficulty set of targets. True, in 1945 and 1946 
Germany and the other Central and Eastern European states, where the majority of the action in this book 
takes place, were in a substantial degree of chaos, the Communists were only in the early stages of seizing 
control, and this state of affairs seemed to offer many opportunities for espionage. Certainly, also, these 
countries became even harder targets later in the 1940s and in the 1950s, but even in the immediate post-war 
years, the Soviet Communist security services were ruthless and accomplished adversaries and their Central 
and Eastern European partners were quick learners. 

At the same time, American agencies were much less capable in 1945 and 1946 than they later became. 
Perhaps the most crippling problem was that they were undergoing drastic post-war downsizing and 
demobilization. Moreover, for much of the period of this book the American intelligence resources in 
Germany and Austria were focused primarily on essentially backward-looking efforts such as tracking down 
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Nazi war criminals and penetrating the Austrian government, rather than on the Soviets. That said, American 
intelligence did aim some operations in Germany at the German Communist Party (KPD), but this was more 
the exception than the rule. The U.S. Army’s Counterintelligence Corps, for instance, “did not launch its first 
collection operations into the Soviet zone [of Germany] until 1948.” (103).  

In addition, American tradecraft was often very bad. Alvarez and Mark assess that shortcomings in tradecraft 
explain a major roll-up of the SSU’s networks in the Soviet zone of Germany in the fall of 1946 (137-138). In 
another egregious case, the OSS/SSU station chief in Prague eschewed the use of clandestine sources, 
preferring to gather political gossip from the people who came to his cocktail parties, a practice he kept up 
until early 1947 (219). Intelligence swindlers out to make a buck were also a major problem. Alvarez and 
Mark note that “military intelligence proved the most gullible and SSU the least, although no agency escaped 
the swindles of the confidence tricksters.” (133) The authors do write in glowing terms of the work in Italy of 
James Angleton—later the CIA’s legendarily controversial counterintelligence chief—though they note that 
he, too, was taken in by an egregious fabricator. 

The State Department was also an unreliable partner and was often hampered by the stifling Soviet presence. 
The State Department refused until June 1946 to allow the SSU to place officers under State Department 
cover and it was not until November that the first of these officers made it into the field, by this time as CIG 
employees (29). On another occasion, a foreign service officer loudly berated an American intelligence officer 
at a reception at the Embassy in Warsaw attended by many Polish officials about the latter’s insistence on 
using clandestine techniques (189). In 1945, the U.S. Embassy in Poland depended on Polish and Soviet 
communications lines to exchange messages with Washington. Not only did this lead to a massive leakage of 
State Department information but at one point the Department calculated that the Soviets only delivered 
some 43% of State Department messages to or from the Embassy (186).  

In a net assessment sense, then, the Soviet target was about as hard during 1945 and 1946 as it would ever be 
for American intelligence. That said, in some ways the region may have seemed like a happy hunting ground 
for American intelligence officers. Alvarez and Mark make clear that there was no shortage of potential human 
sources in Central and Eastern Europe in 1945 and 1946. The problem was not finding sources at all—as it 
would be in later years—but finding the rare good source in the blizzard of bad ones. There were some 
successes. For instance, Fritz Kolbe, Allen Dulles’s heroic wartime source on Nazi German foreign relations, 
became an “excellent source on Russian and KPD efforts to subordinate the non-communist political parties” 
in Germany (115). However, penetrating the Soviet Union proper was a particular problem. The U.S. found 
only a tiny handful of human sources who plausibly claimed access to information from inside the Soviet 
Union. Still, there seemed to be some prospects. In early 1946 a Soviet officer volunteered to American 
military intelligence in Berlin claiming to represent a group of dissidents in the Soviet Union and deployed in 
Eastern Europe that even included Generals in the Soviet Army. The Americans codenamed the group 
PAREGORIC and for a time it seemed to produce golden intelligence (70-73). Unfortunately, it eventually 
became clear that PAREGORIC was actually a Soviet disinformation operation. Alvarez and Mark suggest 
that it may have been “the most serious American intelligence debacle of the early Cold War.” (73) A similar 
SSU project in Austria called CROWN seemed initially promising but the Americans shut it down when a 
phone tap recorded the two principle agents discussing how easy it was to fool the Americans. It was never 
clear whether this was a case of financially-motivated fabrication or of Soviet disinformation. (154). Then 
there were the cases that were unclear. One such involved the ‘Z Group,’ four expatriate Poles who hated 
Communism and wanted American citizenship whom the SSU recruited in France in January 1946. One 
member of the “Z Group” operated in Eastern Europe as an ostensible employee of an American museum 
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while the others conducted their espionage from the cover of the coastal and inland shipping business. These 
four collected information on Central and Eastern Europe that the SSU valued highly. The Z Group may 
have been an unsung Cold War success or yet another debacle but the declassified records are not sufficient to 
independently judge it. (191)  

Given the immaturity of American services and the operational challenges they faced, it is not surprising that 
they turned repeatedly to non-American partner organizations to help them. The detail in which Alvarez and 
Mark describe these cooperative efforts is one of the best features of this book. It is all too easy to look 
backward from today’s vantage point and assume that the U.S. intelligence agencies were the dominant 
players right from the end of the war. In fact, the authors repeatedly note occasions on which the liaison 
partners did not get much from the Americans despite handing over what appeared to be valuable material. 

On the SIGINT side, Alvarez and Mark describe cooperation with the Finns (the famous Stella Polaris group) 
and, far more importantly, the cooperation with Britain that started during the war and continues to this day. 
This is well trod ground, of course. Where they make a big contribution is in describing, often in detail, how 
the American human intelligence services cooperated with foreign liaison services in the human intelligence 
(HUMINT) domain. For instance, immediately after the end of the War, the French Direction Générale des 
Etudes et Recherches (DGER) approached the OSS station in Paris suggesting that they exchange data on the 
Soviet Union and Soviet occupied areas. The French provided significant amounts of material through this 
exchange, but the OSS station chief badly overestimated the ability of his organization to reciprocate and the 
French got little out of it (73-74). It turns out that what Soviet material the DGER in Paris did not give to 
the Americans, the OSS/SSU seems to have acquired through an unauthorized back-channel into the French 
service. The Americans should have spared themselves the potential political embarrassment inherent in such 
an operation; the illicitly acquired French material proved of little value (74). This was not the only time the 
Americans exploited French intelligence. For a time in 1945, one of American intelligence’s best sources 
about Poland was intercepts of French diplomatic traffic because France was well represented there, as well as 
in Moscow (182). 

Similarly, Britain’s MI6 in London passed a great deal of material about the Soviet Union to the SSU and got 
little in return. However, according to one estimate by the SSU, as much as 90% of the material was based on 
open Soviet sources and for a time, MI6 put such drastic restrictions on the handling of the truly sensitive 
material that for some time the SSU did not disseminate it outside their own service (75-77). MI6 in 
Germany also shared a great deal of material pertaining to activities in the Soviet zone, including information 
on Soviet acquisition of German nuclear scientists. (115, 124) The Americans also formed useful relations 
with the Danish service—which focused on Poland and the Soviet zone in Germany—and the Swedes (78-
79). For a time, the Danes had more intelligence personnel in Poland than the Americans did and the 
Americans were happy to accept whatever these services would give (195). Also, in Italy in 1946, SSU worked 
closely with Italian intelligence, investigating Italian security issues and the work in Italy of the Soviet NKVD, 
Yugoslavia’s OZNA, and the French service. (248). Alvarez and Mark suggest that the latter two were the 
priority targets, at least in the second half of 1945 (261). They, of course, also discuss the important 
cooperation with Reinhard Gehlen, the wartime head of Germany’s Fremde Heere Ost, who offered his 
services to the U.S. Army, which sponsored his organization for a number of years before the CIA took it 
over. Eventually, this morphed into a formal international liaison with the West German 
Bundesnachricthendienst of which Gehlen was the first President. 
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Spying through a Glass Darkly also devotes significant attention to cooperation with émigré organizations. 
Actual Soviet émigré groups, many of which had “gravitated to France, where they became a special interest of 
SSU’s Paris station” were of “virtually no value” (66-67). The OSS/SSU worked with Ukrainian émigré and 
resistance groups, as well. While later these efforts would involve efforts to destabilize the Soviet Union, 
during 1945 and 1946 they were devoted only to intelligence collection. Ultimately, these operations proved 
disappointing, producing only low-level material and politically tinged reports. Émigré groups from Central 
and Eastern European countries occupied by the Soviet Union were scarcely more useful. 

Despite the many challenges faced by American intelligence and the many failures, Alvarez and Mark are 
rather generous in their conclusions about American intelligence collection on the Soviet Union during 1945 
and 1946.  While well aware of the modesty of the American SIGINT efforts, Alvarez and Mark write that 
SIGINT “was the best source of information on the Soviet Union in the first year of peace.” This, they say, 
was “testimony not to the superiority of these collection programs, but to the absence of alternative sources of 
information,” namely HUMINT (63). In fact, “the information [SSU] collected was often sparse or 
unreliable or no different from the information available from open sources or State Department reporting” 
(273). Though they do not explicitly say so, Alvarez and Mark clearly have much the same conclusion about 
the HUMINT efforts of other American agencies and organizations. 

Notwithstanding all the shortcomings, Alvarez and Mark argue that American intelligence collectors—
including the SIGINTers—“performed fairly well,” in that they were able to provide answers to policy makers 
on the most fundamental questions regarding Soviet reconstruction, military power, and intentions in Eastern 
Europe. (274.) This was no trivial accomplishment and it shows that the critiques that one hears today about 
the alleged inability of American intelligence to penetrate the highest levels of Kremlin decision-making are 
beside the point to many important intelligence questions.  

The insights and depth of the research in Alvarez and Mark’s book ensure that it will be the touchstone 
volume on the topic for the foreseeable future. It is an impressive volume and a fitting monument to the life 
and work of the late Eduard Mark. 
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Author’s Response by David Alvarez, Emeritus, St. Mary’s College, California 

 would like to thank Thomas Maddux for organizing this discussion and the reviewers for their 
thoughtful and informed comments. After many years as a practicing historian, I am still surprised to 
discover that anyone has even read one of my books, let alone considered it worthy of extended comment. 

In writing Through a Glass Darkly Ed Mark and I set out to investigate the activities of American intelligence 
agencies in the year following the surrender of Germany in May 1945 with a focus on how those activities 
informed (or not) Washington’s perceptions of European political affairs in general and Soviet interests and 
ambitions in particular. The three reviewers agree that this subject has been neglected even by specialists in 
intelligence history, perhaps because of an assumption that government classification policies severely limited 
the information available to researchers. As Kevin Ruffner notes, however, recent years have witnessed the 
declassification of administrative and operational intelligence files on an unprecedented scale so that interested 
historians now have a wealth of information on everything from interdepartmental meetings in Washington 
to agent insertion operations across the Baltic Sea. 

Our research confirmed that it is misleading to speak of intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination 
programs as if they were products of a monolithic entity with singular purpose and motive. The reviewers do 
not directly address this point, perhaps because, as specialists, it is obvious to them even though it repeatedly 
escapes the notice of writers who are accustomed to sweeping generalizations that begin, “American 
intelligence ….” Then (as now) intelligence responsibilities were apportioned among several competitive and 
turf-conscious services who, in the absence of overriding direction, often eschewed collaboration as each 
service pursued an independent agenda, which was itself often a product of bureaucratic politics and 
organizational imperatives. 

Whatever their respective agendas, the intelligence services in this period were constrained by two factors: 
postwar demobilization and reorganization. The first resulted in the debilitating loss of experienced personnel 
who returned to civilian life, while the second produced uncertainty not only about the direction of peacetime 
intelligence, but also whether any particular wartime service would survive to move in that direction. Both 
problems were especially acute for the Strategic Services Unit (SSU), the principal agent-running service and 
the book’s main protagonist, whose future was especially problematic after the dissolution of its immediate 
predecessor, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS). Distracted by bureaucratic life or death struggles in 
Washington conference rooms and unsure if their organization would survive the immediate peace, SSU 
leaders in the fall of 1945 provided little attention, let alone direction, to their remaining field personnel. At 
one point the European unit responsible for Spanish operations complained that it had not received any 
communication from headquarters in weeks, while the station in Austria worried that unless it received some 
evidence of interest and support from Washington it might as well close-up shop.   

Lacking an integrated collection program, agreed-upon target priorities, or operational directives, some SSU 
field stations did nothing but implement the demobilization process in preparation for closure, while others 
merely continued wartime operations that had little relevance in peacetime. Mark Stout’s observation that 
many of the SSU’s early peacetime operations were “essentially backward-looking efforts” is particularly apt. 
The more entrepreneurial station chiefs simply seized opportunities where they found them. By the end of 
1945 the aggressive chief in Switzerland was running operations against a variety of political, military, and 
economic targets in Spain, France, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Italy, and the Vatican. None of these 
operations was in support of a national intelligence program (because there was no such program) and few (if 
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any) were coordinated with the activities of other SSU stations, let alone the activities of other American 
services. SSU’s collection efforts would remain fragmented well into 1946. 

Given declining resources, it is a wonder that the SSU collected any serious intelligence at all in the first 
months of peace. Recognizing its deficiencies, the organization was prepared to accept help. I am pleased that 
the reviewers highlighted the importance of liaison relationships with the espionage services of friendly 
governments. Liaison has always been an especially dark corner of the shadowy world of intelligence history, 
and if the book makes any contribution to that history it is by illuminating the SSU’s collaboration with the 
services of Britain, Denmark, France, Italy, and Sweden. Foreign collaborators were especially important 
because often they had agent networks or other operational experience in areas such as Eastern Europe, the 
Baltic, and the Balkans which, even during the war, had received little attention from American intelligence 
agencies. When, for example, the small American OSS unit that had entered Bulgaria overtly in September 
1944 with the knowledge of Bulgarian and Russian authorities was expelled within a week, Italian military 
intelligence quietly placed its Bulgarian sources at the disposal of OSS. Stout provides another example by 
reminding us that for a while in the early postwar period the Danes had more intelligence assets in Poland 
than the Americans had. 

Intelligence operations against the Soviet Union are, of course, the special focus of the book. Gregg Herken 
believes that the book demonstrates that in the early Cold War there was an “organized [and] concerted” 
effort to spy on the Soviet Union and that this effort may have already been in hand at the time of Germany’s 
surrender. This slightly misrepresents the situation. In the first months of peace the United States did not 
have an organized and concerted espionage program against anyone; indeed, the absence of organization and 
coordination might have been the principal characteristics of American intelligence in this period. The United 
States certainly had an intelligence interest in Moscow’s affairs since those affairs were especially opaque and 
there were isolated and uncoordinated attempts to penetrate that secrecy, but with one exception that interest 
did not manifest itself in a systematic program of clandestine intelligence operations until well after Japan’s 
surrender ended the war. Even then, some services turned their attention eastward more slowly than others. 
The SSU, for example, did not establish a Russian desk until February 1946 and did not identify the Soviet 
Union as the priority target until the following month. And this, remember, was the service principally 
involved in clandestine operations. 

The exception was communication intelligence. The army’s codebreakers had established a Russian section in 
February 1943. Those inclined to view this action through the lens of the later Cold War might see in it early 
indications of hostility toward the Soviet Union and evidence that Washington was already fighting a cold 
war before the hot war was even finished. They would be wrong. The decision to target Moscow’s 
communications did not reflect any animus or suspicion toward the Soviet Union. In the spring of 1942 the 
army’s Signal Intelligence Service had embraced the goal of global coverage which envisioned monitoring the 
communications of every government in the world. This policy explicitly included allies and neutrals in the 
target list. In this context, the move to monitor Moscow’s communications was no more anti-Soviet than the 
move, a few months later, to monitor the Vatican’s communications was anti-Catholic. 

Any evaluation of the performance of an intelligence service depends upon the standards applied by the 
evaluator. Herken believes that the book’s conclusion that the SSU performed “fairly well” is undermined by 
the later observation that no one can say with certainty that the SSU’s reports—or the reports of any other 
American service—prompted a particular decision or influenced the course of American foreign policy in the 
immediate postwar world. Actually, we are talking about two different standards: how well did a service 
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collect intelligence and how much did that intelligence influence decisions. A service might collect like crazy, 
but its collection might have little impact on policy. 

Given the constraints upon its operations, especially in the immediate postwar months, the SSU did a good 
job of collecting and disseminating intelligence. In some areas, particularly occupied Germany and Austria, 
other U.S. agencies, such as the State Department, depended upon SSU reporting to flesh out their own 
reports to Washington. Some of this reporting, such as the coverage of Russia’s exploitation of surviving 
German industrial capacity to produce war material for the Red Army and Air Force, was unique. SSU 
reports circulated among a wide list of customers in Washington. Both Herken and Ruffner express surprise 
that apparently the circulation list did not include the White House. In fact, the President indirectly received 
SSU reporting first through his diplomatic and military advisers, who were certainly on the dissemination list, 
and then—after its advent in February 1946—through the “Daily Summary,” a compendium of intelligence 
notices that relied heavily upon SSU reporting. 

Although we can (roughly) trace the circulation of reports through the policy apparatus, it remains true that 
we cannot know with any certainty the degree to which those reports influenced policy makers especially 
when weighed against other potential influences. History provides more than a little evidence that people will 
often do what they want to do no matter what the intelligence says. 
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